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Samuel Graham, Jr., LifeStyle Consultant / Fashion Designer
Crafting tailored, life-changing road maps for the human condition require the skills, resources and
talents of an ever-evolving visionary. Samuel Graham is the pulsating force behind Designer LifeStyles,
a full service consulting firm that offers “A Holistic Approach to Living.” The life style coaching firm
assist individuals, families and organizations in achieving their ultimate goal of living their best life,
experiencing maximum profitability and having inner peace.
Focusing on the synergistic areas of mind, body, spirit and fashion, Designer LifeStyles empowers clients
to attain focused productivity, clear decision making skills, harmonious relationships and unlimited
possibilities. Maximizing individuals’ and businesses’ potential is the ultimate goal, offering consulting,
guidance and training in the areas of fashion, image,
education, personal development, finance/budgeting,
fitness, stress reduction, sales, management and
entertainment.

Repositioning Your
Life With Style

Samuel Graham is perfectly outfitted to usher people
of every background into greater levels of prosperity.
By uniquely combining successful careers in human
services, education and fashion simultaneously; he’s parlayed them into an innovative approach to life
coaching. A native of Chicago, Illinois, Samuel began his professional experience in the higher education
arena. He holds undergraduate degrees in Communication from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Apparel Manufacturing Management/Fashion Design from the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising - Los Angeles, CA, a Master of Education degree from DePaul University in Chicago, Illinois and
a Professional Life Coach Certification from the Life Coach Institute of Orange County.

CONTACT
samgraham06@yahoo.ocm
www.easytolive.com
1.800.363.1489 (Atelier/Fax)

Los Angeles, CA
Historic Arts District
821 Traction Avenue, Loft #107
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Chicago, IL
Soultry Shoes
1706 S. Halsted Street
Chicago, IL 60608

Samuel is an experienced fashion designer and stylist, having worked with the design and fashion team
of Bradley Bayou Couture, Beverly Hills, CA, and has launched his California based collection Sam
Graham Avant Garde which is currently being sold to private clientele and carried by Soultry Shoes in
Chicago, Illinois. His unique line of exquisitely textured garments for men and women are head-turners
for the fashion-conscious buyer.
Samuel is a very approachable, results oriented, no non-sense entrepreneur, with a client-base that is
as diverse as his professional and personal life experiences. His client base includes media personalities, major colleges, community colleges, and universities, individuals, social organizations, teens,
employed and unemployed workers and professionals from all walks of life.
Whether personal consultation, a convention workshop/seminar or organizational services, contact
Samuel Graham at Designer LifeStyles to begin your journey of change, tailored especially for you.

